generated through destructive collisions among residual planetesimals. These are inferred to 18 survive at a detectable level over the first ~100 Myr of their parent star's lifetime. We 19 hypothesise that the most primitive meteorites were processed as a result of impacts as our solar 20 system's debris disk dissipated, rather than as a result of heat generated by decay of 26 Al. We 21
show how the I-Xe record from chondrules in the Chainpur meteorite supports this hypothesis 22 and use it to constrain the decline in the impact rate. We demonstrate that it is the creation of I-23
Xe sites during compaction that is recorded by the chondrule dataset. We show that, to account 24 for the broader I-Xe record from primitive material a consistent picture requires that the 25 dissipation of our solar system's debris disk had a timescale of around 40-50 Myr in this period. 26
Against this backdrop, the late addition of siderophiles to the Earth in a single large impact may 27
represent a rare phenomenon in planetary system formation that has been anthropically selected. 28 Our understanding of planetary system formation is illuminated by astrophysical studies of star-29 forming regions and by cosmochemical studies of the record preserved in samples of our solar system. 30 A central question is whether particular properties of our solar system are relatively common results of 31 the formation process, or whether they are rare events observed locally due to anthropic selection. 32
Building a unified picture to address this question is hampered by a discrepancy in the time-and 33 length-scales typically studied by the two disciplines; the collisional evolution of planetary systems 34 over the first 100 Myr presents an opportunity to bridge that gap. Over this period, infra-red spectra 35 from many recently-formed sun-like stars often show evidence of dust close to the central star 1, 2 . 36
These dust signatures are attributed to debris disks -collisional cascades of material sourced from a 37 population of large bodies, which fragment progressively until small grains are removed by radiation 38 pressure or Poynting-Robertson drag. During this period of our solar system's history, events proposed 39 to have shaped the Earth include the Moon forming impact and accretion of a "late veneer" of 40 siderophile and/or volatile elements. From the observation of different systems at different inferredages a theory has been developed of disk evolution. In our solar system we have the opportunity to test 42 this theory against the evolution of one debris disk over time if we can read the record preserved in 43 samples from this era, but until now no such constraint on the dissipation timescale of our system's 44 disk has been proposed. Understanding whether astrophysical observations and cosmochemical 45 inferences present a consistent picture of the dissipation of debris disks can thus address one of the 46 central questions of planetary science and illuminate a period that shaped the Earth as a habitable 47 planet. 48
Meteorites sourced from asteroids preserve a record of this period of our solar system's history. 49
Among them, chondritic meteorites can be recognised as accumulations of entities (grains, clasts) that 50
had an independent existence in the solar nebula before accretion to a parent body. After accretion, this 51 material was processed to varying extents on parent bodies, resulting in samples that differ according to 52 petrologic type. The least processed material is of petrologic type 3, subdivided into categories from 53 3.0 to 3.9 and is considered unequilibrated. Types 4-6 experienced higher temperatures, the inferred 54 peak metamorphic temperature increasing across the range. We distinguish two potential power 55 sources for this processing: decay of 26 Al (half life 702,000 years) and continuous small impacts onto 56 the parent body. The former is expected to dominate in the interior of a plantesimal, where overlying 57 layers provide the thermal insulation required for retention of heat over the decay period of 26 Al. We 58 expect the latter to be more significant close to the surface where material also substantially escaped 59 metamorphism powered by 26 Al decay; this material is the most primitive in the meteorite collection 60 and includes the unequilibrated ordinary chondrites of type 3. 61
For 26 Al to power processing it is required that a parent body grow to around ~10 km (to retain 62 heat) within ~2 Myr of the formation of calcium-aluminium-rich inclusions (to incorporate sufficient 63 26 Al). This process produces an "onion shell" structure in an undisturbed asteroid; a central volume too 64 deep for a thermal wave to reach during the lifetime of 26 Al, reaches a uniform peak temperature; layers 65 closer to the surface systematically reach lower peak temperatures and experience faster cooling ratesthereafter. Meteorites sampled from such bodies might exhibit a range of inferred peak metamorphictemperatures, but each would have been heated and cooled as a well-defined entity, so chronometers 68 that date cooling through a particular temperature should record identical ages from each fragment of 69 the meteorite. This remains the case even if the onion shell structure is disrupted causing more rapid 70 cooling. In contrast, processing of samples by multiple small impacts onto the surface layers of a 71 parent body 3 is capable of producing a spectrum of ages from such fragments because it allows 72 adjacent material to record ages from distinct events. 73
Radioisotope chronology can thus distinguish between the two processes that potentially 74 modified a sample on a parent body. In this work we use literature data from the I-Xe system 75 (methods). I-Xe data are available for samples from a wide range of meteorites, but few provide 76 sufficient analyses to constrain the history experienced by the sample. Data from suites of chondrules 77 extracted from three meteorites are shown in Fig. 1 For the LL3 chondrites, mineralogy of individual samples rules out higher temperature 88 metamorphic processing as the cause of closure of the I-Xe system 12 . Nonetheless, the setting or 89 resetting of the I-Xe system requires an input of energy and, at the stage of solar system evolution 90 implied by the later I-Xe ages, we consider that impacts on the parent body of the LL chondrites are theonly feasible energy source. This can account for the variation in ages between material that is 92 currently adjacent if chondrules reset by different impacts were subsequently brought together and 93 lithified, or if the ages have been set by a mechanism related to the propagation of shock waves through 94 the heterogeneous medium, such as that proposed by Bland et al. 3 . In this latter model, peak 95 temperature experienced by material around a chondrule varies with the direction from which the shock 96 wave is propagating 13 , allowing a single chondrule to record separate resetting events, which is 97 observed in the Chainpur and Semarkona datasets. In this work we focus on the Chainpur dataset in 98 order to investigate the variation in the rate of resetting events recorded by primitive material. 99
Semarkona is less processed, indicating a smaller sample of processing events, which is consistent with 100 the shorter temporal range evidenced in the dataset. In addition, in contrast to Semarkona, the majority 101 of events recorded by Chainpur postdate decay of 26 Al and the time period over which parent bodies 102 were accreting, so must represent the additional process that is the focus of this investigation. 103
Impact Rate Variation with Time 105
Models that involve resetting of the I-Xe chronometer are not capable of accounting for the data 106 (methods), so we focus on models where I-Xe sites are created from potential sites. In these reifying 107 models the observed age spectrum can be a consequence of the loss of potential sites over time rather 108 than a decline in the frequency of events capable of resetting the chronometer. For this reason, 109 acceptable fits can be found even when the impact rate declines with a long half life (Fig. 2) -the 110 declining frequency of I-Xe ages is then due to potential sites being consumed. For short disk half-111 lives, fits are achieved with low levels of processing so that the density of sites available to record an I-112 Xe age is undiminished over the lifetime of the model. For an impact decay rate of 20Ma, the best 113 achievable χ 2 has a value of 1. The best overall χ 2 is 0.53 for a half life of 37 Ma. We conclude that I-114 Xe sites were produced at a declining rate due to a combination of progressive processing of the 115 regolith, which depleted the reservoir of precursors, and a declining impactor flux that led to adecreasing number of events that produced the physical conditions necessary to turn a precursor site 117 into an I-Xe site. 118
119
Further constraints on the timescale of disk dissipation 120
The spectrum of closure ages imposes a lower limit on the timescale of disk dissipation, as 121 illustrated in Fig 3. However, cumulative fraction of the observations, but the bulk 129 Xe*/I ratios of nanodiamonds are sensitive to 159 such a scenario. We note that the age distribution from Chainpur is consistent with a smooth decline 160 up to the cut off time (80 Myr), suggesting no catastrophic impact large enough to significantly 161 increase debris disk mass occurred in the solar system during this period. 162
To investigate this in a more quantitative fashion we model nanodiamond data adopting the 163 parameters that produce acceptable fits to the chondrule data (in reifying models), but using a resetting 164 model since the sites exist from the start of the solar system. The average I-Xe age recorded by 165 nanodiamonds includes contributions from (1) nanodiamonds that are never reset, assumed to recordI/ 127 I was above the detection limit with an average 167 129 Xe*/I calculated from a resetting model, and (3) One whole rock study also indicates prolonged processing over the lifetime of 129 I 7 . The first I-171
Xe studies, which were made on whole rock samples of meteorites, yielded isochron ages that were 172 hard to relate to the properties of their parent planetesimals (as deduced from petrographic studies of 173 the meteorites). However, more recent studies 7, 21 revisited these data and demonstrated that there was 174 plausible relationship between petrologic type and the bulk 129 Xe*/I ratio of the sample analysed. 175 Samples of type 6 (which experienced the highest temperatures during processing on planetesimals 176 powered by 26 Al decay) have lower total iodine content and lower 129 Xe*/I ratios than types 4 and 5. In 177 simple models of planetesimal thermal evolution powered by 26 Al decay, both peak temperature and 178 cooling rate depend on burial depth (e.g. Gail et al. 22 ). Thus it is expected that samples that have 179 experienced higher temperatures took longer to cool through the closure temperature of any particular 180 mineral, and so started to retain 129 Xe* later in solar system history, leading to lower 129 Xe*/I ratios 181 today. It is also reasonable to expect that higher temperature processing would be associated with 182 greater loss of an initial iodine budget, leading to lower total iodine concentrations, as observed. 183
Against this picture, the single type 3 sample (Rakity, L3 23 -data are tabulated in reference 6) for 184 which whole rock data are available is anomalous in having the highest iodine concentration 185 accompanied by a relatively low 129 Xe*/I ratio, around a factor of 4-5 lower than those associated with 186 the earliest stages of solar system formation. This observation is consistent with our hypothesis in that 187 the process controlling loss of 129 Xe* from type 3 material (impact processing) was distinct from that 188 controlling 129 Xe* contents of types 4-6 (metamorphism powered by 26 Al decay), and that impact 189 processing was ongoing as 129 planetesimal material. The Chainpur data imply that I-Xe sites were created during processing, rather 203 than being reset. To the extent that chondrules are similar across the two samples, the implication is 204 that I-Xe sites are also generally created during parent body processing rather than initially having had 205 ages that date chondrule formation that were subsequently reset. Within this framework, Semarkona 206 data seem to require at least some processing driven by impacts (the distribution is significantly wider 207 than the precision of I-Xe ages and continues past the period during which 26 Al decay can be a power 208 source). Much further work is needed to investigate the relationship between the temporal extent of 209 processing and petrologic type among unequilibrated chondrites where, if our model is correct, impacts 210 are likely the dominant energy source, but we speculate that more primitive material was exposed 211 earlier to, and then shielded from, processing during the debris disk dissipation, perhaps indicating an 212 earlier stage of accretion of the parent planetesimal. 213
Models of debris disk dissipation suggest an inverse dependence on time 24 and may factor in a 216 characteristic timescale for the initial rate of collisions among planetesimals that create the debris disk. 217
In such a model, where the disk density decreases by 50% in the first 30 Myr, it then takes a further 60 218
Myr for it to decrease by another factor of 2 (methods). Grand tack models 25, 26 developed to account 219 for the properties of the terrestrial planets call for dissipation of planetesimals characterised by a 220 stretched exponential function with half lives of 30-100 Myr during the period over which 129 I decayed. 221
In both cases, then, the models survive comparison with the implications of our analysis and, indeed, 222 form part of a coherent picture of the evolution of the most primitive material over the first hundred 223 million years of solar system history powered by a declining impactor flux. In this framework it is thus 224 expected that the dissipation of the solar system's debris disk continued to supply material to the 225 terrestrial planets after the period of core formation or the moon-forming impact. Brasser et al. 27 argue 226 that the variation in contributions of siderophiles to the Earth and Moon in this period is best explained 227 if the Earth's contribution came from a single large event, which dominated any continuous flux from 228 minor impactors such as required to account for the Chainpur data. On this basis, the record preserved 229 in the Chainpur sample is consistent with a "normal evolution" scenario for a planetary system wherein 230 only a small late-veneer of siderophiles accretes to inner planets. It is also consistent with a scenario 231 where the flux of material is dominated by a few large bodies, because primitive meteorites are by 232 definition "survivors" and so escaped collisions with objects from the high end of the size distribution, 233 but it remains possible that this is unusual in formation of planetary systems. As so often, selection 234 bias is an important consideration in cosmochemistry, and it is possible that the Earth's mantle was 235 enriched in siderophiles after core formation by an event which, while rare, was an enabling factor in 236 the development of a technological civilization (perhaps through delivery of volatile elements by the 237 same mechanism). Models that make such events frequent occurrences during solar system formation 238 would thus be over-constrained. 239
Taken in total, data from our chondrule dataset, nanodiamonds, and limited whole rock studies 240 imply that the most primitive meteorites, including unequilibrated ordinary chondrites, record an 241 extended period of processing over the first 100Myr of solar system history. We propose that this, 242 rather than modification by thermal metamorphism, is responsible for the variation in petrologic type 243 among this subset of chondrites. Ultimately the iodine xenon system records xenon loss, and limited 244 evidence indicates a qualitative difference between meteorites of petrologic type 3 and higher types 7 . 245
Xenon loss from nanodiamonds occurred later than is possible for processing powered by 26 Al decay 19 246 and correlates with petrologic type 16 , which suggests that the processes responsible for xenon loss are 247 those responsible for the modification of minerals used in determining petrologic type. 248
As a consequence, even the most primitive samples we have in hand today are derived from 249 precursor material that may have contributed to the accretion of planets, rather than representing such 250 material in an unmodified state. It remains to be seen whether other chondrule datasets exhibit a 251 similar distribution of ages. There is a clear need for further detailed studies of suites of chondrules 252 isolated from the most primitive meteorites. However, sample choice should be given careful 253 consideration. It is implicit in our model that the degree of processing corresponds to the integrated 254 impact flux, so it is expected that samples processed to similar extents to Chainpur will be necessary to 255 sample the temporal distribution of impact events over a significant range. Notably, chondrules 256 isolated from Semarkona (LL3.0) exhibit a more restricted range of I-Xe ages. We would expect a 257 relative paucity of late I-Xe ages in the most pristine material, while more processed material sampled 258 the late stages of debris disk dissipation more effectively. Closure ages cannot be defined for events once 129 I decay is complete. However, the bulk 384 129 Xe*/ 127 I ratio of a sample ( 129 Xe* indicates 129 Xe from 129 I decay) is sensitive to loss of the decay 385 product over the history of the solar system after decay of 129 I was complete. It preserves information 386 about the fraction of total processing that occurred while 129 I was present, whereas a spectrum of 387 closure ages preserves information about the distribution of resetting events during the period ofdecay. In this work we consider literature data consisting of closure ages of a suite of chondrules from 389
Chainpur and bulk 129 Xe*/I ratios from nanodiamond separates from primitive meteorites. 390 I-Xe data from two literature studies of Chainpur are combined here: Swindle et al. 9 (SW) and 391
Holland et al. 8 (HO). One SW age is 3.5 Ma before closure of Shallowater enstatite, and so may 392 represent chondrule formation. This was excluded from our final dataset, which comprises 20 SW ages 393 and 5 HO ages. SW ages were reported relative to the Bjurböle standard, whereas HO ages were 394 reported relative to Shallowater enstatite. SW ages were therefore corrected by -0.46 Ma 395 corresponding to the offset reported by Brazzle et al 29 .
In both cases relative I-Xe intervals have been 396 revised assuming a 129 I half life of 16.1 Myr. I-Xe intervals were then converted to ages relative to the 397 formation of the solar system using the absolute calibration of the iodine-xenon system to the Pb-Pb 398 chronometer and the absolute Pb-Pb age of CAI formation 33 ; the origin of the solar system then 399 predates closure of the I-Xe system in Shallowater enstatite by 6 Myr. Models of the resetting of the I-400
Xe chronometer were evaluated against this dataset. 401
To allow comparison with models of the setting/resetting process, the dataset was converted 402 into a cumulative distribution, which represented the fraction of the data occurring since a time 4 403 million years after the formation of CAIs. Each datum was represented as a normal distribution centred 404 on the age with a width corresponding to the 1σ error. These normal distributions were summed 405 together to produce a distribution representing the complete dataset (Fig 1) and used as the basis of the 406 cumulative distribution. 407
Chi-squared was used to evaluate models against the cumulative distribution. The uncertainty 408 in the age at point n+1 in a cumulative distribution is strongly correlated with that at point n, so treating 409 these as independent would lead to underestimating χ 2 if all points were included. To minimize this 410 effect, chi-squared was calculated using 4 points sampled from the cumulative distribution. To select 411 these points, correlation coefficients and uncertainties were derived at 1 Ma intervals by generating 412 created from a simulated age distribution produced by generating a simulated age for each of the 414 original data points (on the basis that each age and uncertainty represented a normal distribution). The 415 sampling points were chosen so that the correlation coefficient between each and its successor across 416 the 1000 simulated cumulative datasets was less than 0.1. These data were treated as independent in 417 the calculation of chi-squared (Table 1) . Models were sampled on a 0.1 Myr timescale and summed to 418 produce normalised cumulative distributions that could be compared to the representative data points. 419
Chi-squared was minimized using the Solver™ plug in for MS Excel™. (Table S1) . 420
Models included a cut-off time t c as a free parameter implemented using a complementary error 421 function; this is the time at which there is insufficient 129 I remaining for an age to be recorded when an 422 event occurs. The latest time that can be recorded in the I-Xe system is set by the ability to detect an 423 isochron. After the corrections for choice of standard and 129 I half-life described above, the most recent 424 measured age in our dataset corresponds to 58.4 ± 6.6 Ma after closure of Shallowater enstatite. The 425 1σ age uncertainty corresponds to an uncertainty in the initial iodine ratio ( 129 I/ 127 I) from which it was 426 calculated (which is extracted from the isochron). If this is adopted as the minimum initial iodine ratio 427 that can be distinguished from zero, the latest measurable age is 90 Ma after solar system formation. 428
Requiring 2σ significance leads to a latest measurable age 75 Ma after solar system formation. 429
Models were optimised to produce the best fit to the cumulative fraction of observed I-Xe ages. 430
We considered models acceptable if χ 2 was less than twice the number of degrees of freedom. We first 431 Reifying model considered that no I-Xe age was recorded in a site until an impact event occurred -a 444 fixed population of potential sites was processed into sites that recorded the processing event with an I-445
Xe age. A simple example of reification would involve melting of an ice grain by localised heating, 446
followed by the water reacting with adjacent silicates to produce minerals that record an I-Xe age; 447 unprocessed ice would not retain an I-Xe age measurable in the laboratory today, while the mineral 448 products would not be reset by subsequent impacts of the same magnitude. 449
In fitting resetting and reifying models, once again, we parameterised the Resetting models consider that at the start time of the model the material contained a fixed 456 number of sites that recorded an I-Xe age. Today, each site records the last time it experienced an 457 event capable of resetting the system -this latest event over-wrote the previously recorded age. The 458 proportion of sites recording an I-Xe age in the interval between t and t+Δt depends on the resetting 459 rate at time t and on the probability of survival from time t without being reset. The latter corresponds 460 to the fraction of the material that has not subsequently experienced an I-Xe event, which we denote Where I(t) is the indefinite integral of N(t) with respect to time and t now is the time at the 467 present. 468
Reifying models consider that at the start time of the model the material contained a number 469 density of potential I-Xe sites. Impact processing gradually converted these to actual I-Xe sites, but 470
was not capable of resetting the system in a site that had already been created. 471
If at time t the material contained G(t) sites, the change in G(t) between t and t+Δt is 472
Which leads to 474
Where G(t) is the fraction of the potential sites present at t s that remain at time t. 476 For the resetting model the probability of observing a measured age between t and t+Δt is: 477
While for the reifying model it is: 479
In each case we defined N(t) as in equation (1) and used the same approach to fitting. In 481 these cases N0 is a free parameter whose value affects the quality of the fit. For the resetting 482 model, varying N0 corresponds to varying the fraction of total sites reset between time zero and capable of recording an I-Xe age that is left at the cut-off time. Best fits obtained for the resetting 485 and reifying models are presented in supplementary Figure 2 . 486
The effect of low levels of resetting is to degrade the record of earlier events -the apparent 487 frequency in that period is lower than was actually experienced. For this reason, resetting allows debris 488 disks that dissipate faster to match the observed age spectrum. However, the chi-squared of models 489 increases rapidly as the half life of the event rate decreases (Fig. 2) -this reflects the fact that the 490 density of observed I-Xe ages decreases over time, whereas substantial resetting would produce an 491 initial increase due to overwriting of the earliest resetting events. There is a relatively narrow window 492 of half lives for debris disk dissipation that yield acceptable fits (15.9-18.5 Ma). Within this range, the 493 longer half lives involve essentially no resetting. Shorter half lives are achieved by allowing that some 494 of the sites are reset, but the maximum extent of resetting allowed within our χ 2 constraint sees only 495 18% of the material reset during the period covered by the model (and essentially none reset after 496 decay of 129 I is complete -supplementary Figure 3 ). If this model was accurate 82% of the ages should 497 be unaffected by processing associated with debris disk dissipation, and the record would thus be 498 dominated by I-Xe ages from the earlier epoch, whereas only one age was excluded from the dataset 499 because it appeared to record an earlier event. Thus resetting models cannot account for the data. 500 501 502 503
Evaluation of models of debris disk evolution and the Grand Tack model 504
Our analysis provides a new datum against which to evaluate models of the early solar system. 505
Models of debris disk dissipation call for a power-law decline in mass and, therefore, impact rate 2 . 506 However, the form of power law that best fits a set of observations depends on the choice of time at 507 which dissipation of the debris disk is assumed to begin, t s . Consideration of a simple model, where 508 the debris disk dissipates as A (t-t s ) -n shows that the half life for dissipation t ½ can be expressed as:
511 512 where t s corresponds to the time at which disk evolution transitions from a period over which 513 planetesimals grow to a time where they are destroyed, which may be associated with an increase in 514 eccentricity under the influence of a giant planet ("stirring" in the terminology of Wyatt 2 ). There are 515 thus various solutions based on choices of t s and n corresponding to a particular half life. Our models 516 indicate a minimum half life of 15.9 Ma, indicating a minimum stirring time of 38.4 Ma (assuming 517 n=1). This time is unrealistic -it would long predate the formation of the earliest known solid phases 518 in our solar system. 519
To take account of this, we adopt the model of Wyatt 2 , where the mass of the debris disk and, 520 so, the impact rate experienced by the parent planetesimal of the Chainpur meteorite, varies as 521
Where t c is the characteristic time between collisions among the planetesimals at the top of the 523 collisional cascade when t-t s = 0. In this model, the time taken for the flux to decrease by a factor of 524 two from that observed at any time t is t ½ = t -t s + t c and the observed long half lives may reflect the 525 collision timescale rather than a long elapsed time since stirring. Adopting t=10 Myr as representative 526 of the period where the event rate is best defined, we find t c -t s > 5.9 Ma. Adopting a stirring time 5 527
Myr after formation of the solar system, collision timescales of 10 Myr or greater can account for an 528 impactor flux decaying with an apparent half life that is consistent with the I-Xe data. 529
The Grand Tack model (Walsh et al. 26 ) has been advanced to account for the properties of the 530 terrestrial planets and has met with some success. Within this model, the mass of the planetesimal 531 population decreases according to a stretched exponential( ) = 0 exp (− ( ) ) (10) 533
Once again, the time take for mass to decrease by a factor of 2 depends on the start time chosen, 534 in this case 535 
